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Abstract—Laboratories are an important part of technical and scientific education. To amortize the cost of setup and maintenance, some laboratory facilities can be shared and via remote network access. Such virtual laboratories provide realistic environments and allow for interactive student experimentation. When students access a virtual laboratory via the Internet, it makes it more difficult for instructors to track student progress. In this work, we present the design of a system that can track student progress as an extension of the Open Network Laboratory. Our design presents a mechanism for recording student work, comparing it to a master solution, and visualizing the status of the entire class. This system helps simplify the teaching of courses using the Open Network Laboratory and virtual laboratories in general.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advanced technical education requires a solid foundation of theoretical knowledge, but also training in state-of-the-art techniques, tools, and applications. Such skills are often taught in laboratory settings where students can experience technology hands-on. Since setup and maintenance of laboratories can be expensive, there has been a trend towards “virtual laboratories.” In these virtual laboratories, students can experiment with real systems and technology (i.e., not just simulation) via remote access. A single virtual laboratory can serve a large community of geographically distributed students and amortize setup and maintenance cost.

Our work focuses on one such virtual laboratory, the Open Network Lab (ONL), which has been set up by our collaborators at Washington University in St. Louis [6]. ONL hosts a number of real, interconnected network routers and end-systems. Through a graphical user interface, students can configure the system for their particular experiments, log into computers, send real network traffic, and record measurements. In the context of this system, a number of educational challenges arise. In particular, we look at the problem of how to track student progress. In conventional laboratories, the instructor can “look over the shoulder” of students to identify who needs help. In an online setting, this is much more difficult since students access the laboratory remotely from different locations and at different times.

In this paper, we present the design of a system that allows instructors to track student progress in ONL. The main idea is to use a “session recording” feature that permits students to save their progress to a central server. Using this information, “session analysis” software compares each students work automatically to an exemplary laboratory session provided by the instructor. The differences between the students’ progress and a master solution is stored in a database and made available to the instructor on demand. Using a visualization of student progress, an instructor can easily scan the progress of the entire class and identify students who need further help.

The specific contributions of this paper are

- the design of a progress tracking system and its integration into the ONL system architecture,
- a process for comparing student progress to a master solution,
- a visualization of student progress that shows the status of large numbers of students in a single display, and
- a prototype implementation of the tracking system specific to ONL.

While our design is described in the context of ONL, it is applicable to other virtual laboratories, too.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section II. We briefly describe the Open Network Laboratory in Section III. The design of the session recording and analysis system that we use to track student progress is presented in Section IV. Our prototype system is briefly described in Section V. Section VI summarizes and concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

It has long been recognized that laboratory experiences are important aspects of engineering education [5]. Laboratory education aims at providing students with experience related to the theory and practice of experimentation [7]. In the sciences and in computer science, these experimental skills are considered an essential preparation for the workplace [15]. One important aspect of laboratory experimentation is to expose students to...
realistic settings, where problems and failures can occur (e.g., in network security [11]). While simulators may provide a realistic perspective on a system, they often do not model failures in a sufficiently realistic way [9].

Virtual laboratories provide remote access to real experimental facilities and thus provide access to a large community of users. One such virtual laboratory is the Open Network Laboratory (ONL) [6] used in this study. User can access the facility, set up and control experiments, and collect measurement data via an easy-to-use graphical user interface. Virtual laboratories have been developed for other technical areas: thermodynamics [8], civil engineering [22], geotechnical engineering [21], and cell biology [16]. Related technical and educational issues have been explored in the context of access to educational resources for distance education [1], [2].

The Open Network Laboratory used for this study has been design for education in computer networking. There exist other virtual and remotely accessible lab facilities for computer networks (e.g., Emulab [17] and Planetlab [14]), but they are mainly designed for academic research and are more complex to use. In prior work, we have reported on our teaching experience with ONL [20] and operational issues related to using and maintaining such a facility [18]. In our recent assessment study, we observe that the number of learning events that occur while using ONL is nearly as high as in traditional lecture settings [19]. Other assessment studies have shown the effectiveness of virtual laboratories for civil engineering [22], geotechnical science [21], and computer networks [12].

The automated analysis of student work that we propose in this paper has been studied previously in the context of grading. Virtual laboratories with automated grading features have been proposed for computer architecture [3] and electronics [13]. Other automated grading systems have been developed in many other fields and are widely deployed [10]. Our work focuses on how to design a comparison (i.e., grading) system specifically for ONL and how to use the obtained information to allow instructors to help students while they are working on the project before the final work is turned in.

III. OPEN NETWORK LABORATORY

Before discussing in Section IV how we track student progress, we present a brief overview of ONL.

A. ONL System

The Open Network Laboratory is designed to let users experiment with state-of-the-art computer network equipment. The types of systems used in ONL are the same as in the Internet or any data communication network: end-system hosts that run distributed applications that exchange data, routers that forward data through the network, and links that interconnect routers and hosts. When users set up experiments in ONL, they can specify the topology of the network that they want to use (i.e., determine which system is connected to which other system) and they can set up networking-specific parameters (e.g., link bandwidth and delay). Once the topology is in place, the user can log into the end-system hosts and run any desired application. To provide full access, the user has root privileges in the Linux operating system run on the end-hosts. While running applications and generating traffic in the network, the user can continue changing the configuration of the network and collect measurement data on a variety of metrics. What is unique to ONL compared to other testbeds (e.g., Emulab), is the level of system details (e.g., queuing behavior, routing tables,
etc.) that are accessible to the user. This level of realism is essential for a rewarding laboratory experience.

The system architecture of ONL is shown in Figure 1. Users can connect from anywhere on the Internet to the testbed controller. The testbed controller interacts with the user’s computer on one side to obtain the network configuration and to report measurement results. Towards the ONL side, the testbed controller connects to the routers and end-system hosts. It also configures the configuration switch to create the virtual topology between routers and hosts that has been requested by the user. Any commands sent by the user are relayed by the testbed controller to the appropriate system in ONL. Figure 2 shows a portion of the physical hardware of the ONL system. On the left, the end-system hosts are shown; on the right, the four router systems are shown.

B. ONL User Interface

ONL provides a graphical user interface for users to interact with the system (see Figure 3). Using this interface, topologies can be created by simply drag and drop of networking components. Also, configuration parameters can be changed by right-clicking on a system component and editing values in a pop-up window. These types of interactions are significantly simpler than the command-line interfaces typically encountered on router systems. Thus, much of the complexity of using network components is hidden to the user, while still providing access to the aspects of the network that are important for the educational experience.

Once an experiment has set up, the user can log in to any ONL end-system host and run any program to generate traffic on ONL the network. To observe what happens in the network, ONL provides measurement windows that graph system metrics on demand. Users can select what they want to observe (e.g., queue length, link utilization, etc.) on any of the ONL systems. An example of a measurement window is shown in Figure 4. The data obtained from ONL can also be downloaded for offline post-processing.

The ONL configuration created on a local machine can be saved to file and restored later. We use this save feature as a part of the session recoding system discussed in Section IV.

C. Teaching with ONL

ONL can be used in a number of different educational settings. The laboratory can be use for laboratory assignments to augment a traditional lecture-based classroom setting. It is also possible to use ONL for distance education. More advanced students also may use ONL for independent research projects. We have discussed some of the teaching experiences with ONL in [20]. The main objectives for using ONL are
to deepen the understanding of networking concepts,
- to develop experimental computer science skills, and
- to increase experience with advanced networking technology.

Due to the easy-to-use GUI, ONL can be used very easily without a deep understanding of network systems. But if desired, ONL also allows for experimentation with very specific details of high-performance routers. Thus, the use of ONL can be adapted to the level of cognitive capabilities (i.e., Bloom's taxonomy [4]) that is most suitable for students, ranging from application to analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

IV. SESSION RECORDING AND ANALYSIS

ONL has been used successfully in several undergraduate and graduate courses at three different institutions. One of the key challenges, however, is to keep track of student performance. This problem applies not only to ONL, but to practically all virtual laboratories. Since the instructor is not able to "look over the shoulder" of students, they cannot easily determine which students are struggling and need help.

In our work, we address this problem and present an extension to ONL to record students’ lab sessions, to automatically evaluate these sessions and compare them to the master solution, and to report this information to the instructor in an easily understandable representation. The general ideas of this session recording and analysis system can be used for other virtual laboratories if the comparison component is adapted to the specific laboratory environment.

A. Recording and Analysis Architecture

The general architecture of our recording and analysis system is shown in Figure 5. The main addition to ONL is a database that maintains records of student work. Co-located with this database is a computer that performs the comparison of student work with the master solution. The status of all students is reported to the instructor’s computer and displayed.

The detailed recording and analysis process is as follows:

- Master Solution: The instructor provides a master solution for an assignment. This solution contains the correct ONL configurations (i.e., saved ONL configuration file) for each question in the assignment. The master solution is stored in the database for comparison with student work.
- Session Recording: An extension to the ONL GUI allows students to record “milestones” while solving an assignment. A milestone can be recorded by the student when a question in the assignment...
has been completed. The recoding is initiated by the student and can be overwritten if necessary. All (or at least the most recent) milestones for each assignment question are stored in the student work database.

- **Session Analysis:** Whenever a milestone is stored in the student work database, it is compared to the master solution using the automated comparison system explained below. Differences are recorded for reporting to the instructor.
- **Progress Tracking:** An instructor can access the current progress by all students from the student work database. The database reports the results of the most recent session analysis. Using the progress tracking interface discussed below, the overall progress can be quickly examined by the instructor.

For each assignment that is used on ONL, the database keeps separate record. Using appropriate identity management, it is ensured that students and instructors can (only) access the information that is relevant to them.

### B. Automated Comparison

The automated comparison software is the main technical aspect of the progress tracking system. The process is illustrated in Figure 6. The master solution and the student solution under consideration are processed. Note that each milestone in a session is considered a “solution” for the corresponding part of the assignment. Using a custom parser program, each solution file is analyzed and the ONL topology and configuration is extracted. Using a graph comparison algorithm, both topologies and configurations are compared. The differences are reported by the comparison system and stored in the student work database. If there are no differences, then the student solution is considered correct.

The ONL-specific properties that are compared by the system are listed in Table I. The topology comparison is broken down into several aspects to avoid the problem of a general graph comparison, which is known to be intractable. Also, properties that do not contribute to the correctness or incorrectness of a solution are ignored (e.g., system names or placement on GUI). Using this comparison approach, the system can determine if a student indeed has a correct solution.

### C. Student Progress Tracking GUI

One of the main aspects of this project is to design a suitable interface through which an instructor can access the information that is tracked by the system. In particular, for courses with large numbers of students it should be possible to identify those students who have problems with a quick glance.

The mockup design of our graphical user interface is shown in Figure 7. The window contains a status report for each student. Each student’s status consists of a logical timeline that contains marks for each milestone of the assignment. In Figure 7, there are two questions with two subquestions each. The key on the right shows the interpretation of each color mark that depicts the status for a particular milestone: green indicates the correct completion of the milestone, red indicates a milestone that does not match the master solution, and gray indicates that the student is currently in the process of solving the problem. The color underlying the student’s name indicates the overall status (across all milestones): green indicates correct solutions up to the point where the student is currently working, red indicates that the
most recent milestone is incorrect and thus may be having problems, and yellow indicates that one or more milestones are incorrect but the most recent is correct. In addition, the total time spent and the number of “commits” (i.e., ONL setup commands) is shown for each milestone.

A possible extension for this interface is to not only show if the solution is correct or not, but to display the list of differences (e.g., on mouse-over). It is possible that a difference does not contribute to a wrong solution (e.g., topology contains extraneous host). Thus, the instructor’s insight may be necessary, too.

D. Teaching with Progress Tracking

To use the progress tracking system in a course, an instructor simply needs to call up the GUI to access the student work database. An important property of our visualization design is that it presents the status of all students in one simple view. Thus, it is possible to identify students who have problems (names in red) or who have potential problems (names in yellow). Based on this information, instructors can actively help these students. Our collaborators at Washington University in St. Louis are currently in the process of developing a “session sharing” system, where an instructor can join a student’s session with ONL.

V. Prototype System

We have implemented a proof-of-concept prototype of the system described in Section IV. We use a feature in the ONL GUI that allows the saving of a configuration to record a student’s session. The configuration file is uploaded to the student work database via a web server that runs a common gateway interface (CGI) script. The comparison software uses a yacc grammar that describes the file format to parse the student milestone as well as the master solution. The topology and configuration comparison algorithm checks the properties shown in Table I. The results of the comparison are currently presented as a text output, but we are in the process of implementing the GUI as shown in the mockup in Figure 7. Also not yet implemented is an identity management system, which is important for a practical deployment. However, the current prototype shows the main interactions of the system and provides a convincing argument that the design is feasible and useful for tracking student progress.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Virtual laboratories that allow student experimentation via the remote access pose a challenge for tracking student progress by instructors. We present the design of an extension for the Open Network Laboratory that records students’ milestones in an assignment, compares their solution to a master solution, and visualizes the progress to the instructor. We believe this design is useful for virtual laboratories beyond the Open Network Laboratory and can help instructors to be more effective.
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